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Abstract
This paper investigates the feasibility of using inexpensive
flash memory on new interconnect technologies such as CXL
(Compute Express Link) to overcome the memory wall. We
explore the design space of a CXL-enabled flash device and
show that techniques such as caching and prefetching can help
mitigate the concerns regarding flash memory’s performance
and lifetime. We demonstrate using real-world application
traces that these techniques enable the CXL device to have
an estimated lifetime of at least 3.1 years and serve 68–91%
of the memory requests under a microsecond. We analyze the
limitations of existing techniques and suggest system-level
changes to achieve a DRAM-level performance using flash.

1 Introduction

The growing imbalance between computing power and mem-
ory capacity requirement in computing systems has devel-
oped into a challenge known as the memory wall [23, 34, 52].
Figure 1, based on the data from Gholami et al. [34] and
expanded with more recent data [11, 30, 43], illustrates the
rapid growth in NLP (natural language processing) models
(14.1× per year), which far outpaces that of memory capac-
ity (1.3× per year). The memory wall forces modern data-
intensive applications such as databases [8, 10, 14, 20], data
analytics [1, 35], and machine learning (ML) [45, 48, 66] to
either be aware of their memory usage [61] or implement
user-level memory management [66] to avoid expensive page
swaps [37,53]. As a result, overcoming the memory wall in an
application-transparent manner is an active research avenue;
approaches such as creating an ML-centric system [45,48,61],
building a memory disaggregation framework [36, 37, 52, 69],
and designing new memory architecture [23, 42] are actively
pursued.

We question whether it is possible to overcome the mem-
ory wall using flash memory — a memory technology that
is typically used in storage due to its high density and capac-
ity scaling [59]. While DRAM can only scale to gigabytes
in capacity, a flash memory-based solid-state drive (SSD) is
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Figure 1: The trend in memory requirements for NLP appli-
cations [11, 30, 34, 43]. The number of parameters increases
by a factor of 14.1× per year, while the memory capacity in
GPUs only grows by a factor of 1.3× every year.

in the terabyte scale [23], a sufficiently large capacity to ad-
dress the memory wall challenge. The use of flash memory as
main memory is enabled by the recent emergence of intercon-
nect technologies such as CXL [3], Gen-Z [7], CCIX [2], and
OpenCAPI [12], which allow PCIe (Peripheral Component
Interconnect Express) devices to be accessed directly by the
CPU through load/store instructions. Furthermore, these tech-
nologies promise excellent scalability as more PCIe devices
can be attached across switches [13] unlike DIMM (Dual
Inline Memory Module) used for DRAM.

However, there are three main challenges to using flash
memory as CPU-accessible main memory. First, there is a
granularity mismatch between memory requests and flash
memory. This results in a significant traffic amplification on
top of the existing need for indirection in flash [23, 33]: for
example, a 64B cache line flush to the CXL-enabled flash
would result in 16KiB flash memory page read, 64B update,
and 16KiB flash program to a different location (assuming a
16KiB page-level mapping). Second, flash memory is still or-
ders of magnitude slower than DRAM (tens of microseconds
vs. tens of nanoseconds) [5, 24]. As a consequence, while the
peak data transfer rate between the two technologies is simi-
lar [4, 15], the long flash memory latency hinders sustained
performance as data-intensive applications can only endure
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latency within the microsecond range at most [53]. Lastly,
flash memory has limited endurance and wears out after re-
peated writes [24,44]. This limits the usability of the memory
technology as flash memory blocks beyond their endurance
limit exhibit unreliable behavior and high levels of errors [44].

We address the above flash memory challenges by explor-
ing design options, particularly those related to caching and
prefetching, so that a CXL-enabled flash device (or CXL-
flash) can be used to overcome the memory wall. Even though
prior works have explored the scalability aspects of multiple
CXL devices [36, 42] and have proven the feasibility of CXL-
flash [9, 42], to the best of our knowledge, we are the first
open-sourced in-depth study on the design choices of a CXL-
flash device and on the effectiveness of existing optimization
techniques. Due to the large design space, we first explore
the CXL-flash hardware design in § 4 and then evaluate and
analyze detailed policies and algorithms in § 5. We discover
that it is possible to design a CXL-flash with 68–91% of its
requests achieving less than a microsecond latency and an
estimated lifetime of at least 3.1 years using memory traces
of real applications. While exploring various designs and poli-
cies, we make seven observations which collectively indicate
that modern prefetching algorithms are ill-suited to predict
memory access patterns for the CXL-flash. More specifically,
the virtual to physical address translation obfuscates access
patterns for existing prefetchers to perform adequately. To
counter this, we explore passing memory access hints from
the kernel to the CXL-flash to further improve performance.

We make the following contributions with this work.

• We develop a novel tool that collects physical memory
traces of an application, and we simulate the behavior of
a CXL-flash with these traces. Both the memory tracing
tool and the CXL-flash simulator (§ 3) are available at
https://github.com/spypaul/MQSim_CXL.git

• Through synthetic workloads, we demonstrate the potential
to effectively reduce the latency of a CXL-flash by integrat-
ing various system design techniques such as caching and
prefetching, highlighting optimization opportunities. (§ 4)

• Using real-world workloads, we analyze the limitations of
the current prefetchers and suggest system-level changes
for future CXL-flash to achieve near-DRAM performance,
specifically sub-µs latencies for the device. (§ 5)

2 Background

In this section, we first describe the opportunities presented by
CXL (Compute Express Link) [3] as a representation of PCIe-
based memory coherent interconnect technologies (which also
include Gen-Z [7], CCIX [2], and OpenCAPI [12]). We then
discuss the challenges of using flash memory with CXL.

2.1 Opportunities presented by CXL

CXL is a new interconnect protocol built on top of PCIe that
integrates CPUs, accelerators, and memory devices into a
single computing domain [42]. The main benefits of this inte-
gration are twofold. First, it allows coherent memory access
between CPUs and PCIe devices. This reduces the synchro-
nization overheads that are typically required for data transfers
between the CPU and the device. Second, it is easy to scale
the number of CXL devices: through a CXL switch, another
set of CXL devices can be connected to the CPU.

Among the three types of devices that CXL supports, the
Type 3 device for memory expansion is of interest to this
work. Type 3 devices expose host-managed device memory
(HDM), and the CXL protocol allows the host CPU to directly
manipulate the device memory via load/store instructions [3].
While CXL currently only considers DRAM and PMEM
as the primary memory expansion devices, it is possible to
use SSDs, thanks to CXL’s coherent memory access [42].
Moreover, the high capacity and better scaling of flash-based
SSDs, enabled by stacking in 3D [59] and storing multiple bits
in a cell [24], can effectively address the memory wall that
modern data-intensive applications face. Inspired by previous
works on CXL [36, 42], this paper studies the feasibility of
using flash memory as a CXL memory expansion device.

2.2 Challenges with flash memory

We discuss the following three peculiarities of flash that make
it challenging to use it as the system’s main memory.

Granularity mismatch. Flash memory is not randomly
accessible: its data are written and read at page granularity
whose size is in the order of kilobytes [33], resulting in a
large traffic amplification. Furthermore, a page cannot be
overwritten. Instead, a block, which consists of hundreds of
pages, must be erased first, and data can be written to only
erased pages [33]. This restrictive interface causes any 64B
cache line flush to incur a large write amplification through
read-modify-writes. An SSD, as a block device whose access
granularity is much larger (4KiB), has far less overhead.

Microsecond-level latency. Flash memory is orders of
magnitude slower than DRAM, whose latencies are in the
range of tens to hundreds of nanoseconds. The relatively
faster flash memory read is still in the tens of microseconds,
while the slower program and erase operations are in the hun-
dreds and thousands of microseconds. Moreover, the flash
memory latency also depends on their cell technology [24].
As outlined in Table 1 as an example, as more bits are stored
per cell, the latency increases, from SLC (single-level cell) to
TLC (triple-level cell). The ultra-low latency (ULL) flash is
a variant of SLC that improves performance at the expense
of density [46, 76]. Even the ULL technology, however, is
orders of magnitude slower than DRAM. As a block device,
microsecond-level latencies are tolerable due to the software
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Table 1: Overview of memory technology characteristics.

Technology
Read

latency
Program
latency

Erase
latency

Endurance
limit

DRAM [50] 46ns 46ns N/A N/A
ULL [46, 76] 3µs 100µs 1000µs 100K
SLC [24] 25µs 200µs 1500µs 100K
MLC [24] 50µs 600µs 3000µs 10K
TLC [24] 75µs 900µs 4500µs 3K

overhead in the storage stack. However, for a memory de-
vice that is directly accessed using load/store instructions,
microsecond-level latencies become a challenge.

Limited endurance. The high voltages applied to flash
memory during the program and erase operations slowly wear
out the cells, making them unusable over time [44, 72]. The
memory manufacturers specify an endurance limit as a guide
to how many times the flash memory block can be erased.
This limit also depends on the flash technology, as shown
in Table 1. While this is nevertheless a soft limit and flash
memory can still be used beyond the limit [72], worn-out
blocks exhibit unreliable behavior and are not guaranteed to
correctly store data [44]. Due to application-level and kernel-
level caching and buffering, the amount of writes to a block-
interfaced SSD is reduced, and the current endurance limit
is often sufficient during the SSD’s lifetime. As a memory
device, however, flash memory will quickly become unusable
with frequent memory writes.

We note that while these challenges for flash also exist
in the storage domain, they are handled by the SSD-internal
firmware. For CXL-flash, however, they should be addressed
by hardware due to the much finer timescale, making it dif-
ficult to implement flexible and optimal algorithms. Thus,
we expect these challenges to exacerbate when moving flash
memory from the storage domain to the memory domain.

3 Tool and Methodology

To understand the behavior of physical memory accesses
from the CPU to the CXL device, we build a physical memory
tracing tool using page fault events (§ 3.1). We then demon-
strate the necessity of this tool by comparing it with a set of
virtual memory traces (§ 3.2). The tools and artifacts gener-
ated in this work are publicly available.

3.1 Tracing memory accesses
Main memory and CXL-flash are accessed via physical mem-
ory addresses. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge,
no publicly available tool traces the physical memory transac-
tions between the last level cache (LLC) and the memory con-
troller without hardware modifications. Tracing the load/store
instructions in the CPU is not sufficient as (1) it collects the

Valgrind SimulatedMemoryRequestsVirtualMemoryTrace CacheSimulatorInstrument-ationApplication
PID Translation

Page   KernelFault
I______I

RecordVPN-PFNMapping
LinuxKernel PhysicalMemoryTrace

Figure 2: Workflow for collecting physical memory traces. We
collect the virtual memory trace using Valgrind and simulate
its behavior in the cache. Simultaneously, we capture page
fault events to trace the updates to the page table, and use this
to generate physical memory traces.

Table 2: Synthetic workload characteristics.

Workload
Inter-
arrival

time (ns)

Read-write
ratio

Footprint
(GiB)

Hash map 329 53:47 <1
Matrix multiply 38 55:45 <1
Min heap 72 50:50 1
Random 76 50:50 4
Stride 146 50:50 8

virtual address accesses, and (2) the eventual accesses to the
CXL-flash are filtered by the cache hierarchy.

We trace physical memory accesses by combining mem-
ory tracing from Valgrind [19, 57] and information from
page fault events. Figure 2 illustrates this workflow. As
shown in the top path, we instrument the application with
Valgrind for load/store instructions and use its cache simula-
tor (Cachegrind) to filter accesses to memory. More specif-
ically, we modify Cachegrind to collect memory accesses
caused by LLC misses or evictions. However, these memory
accesses from Cachegrind are still addressed virtually, and
the virtual-to-physical (V2P) mapping information is needed
to generate the physical memory trace. For this, as shown in
the bottom path of Figure 2, we collect updates to the page
table caused by page faults while the application is running.
We modify kernel functions that install page table entries
(do_anonymous_page() and do_set_pte()) and store the
V2P translations for the target application’s PID in the /proc
file system. This captures the dynamic nature of page table
updates during the execution of the application with minimal
overhead. We combine the virtual accesses from Valgrind and
the page table updates to generate the physical memory trace.

3.2 Virtual vs. physical memory accesses
We demonstrate our physical memory tracing tool using five
synthetic applications based on prior work on prefetching [25,
56]. The characteristics of collected traces are summarized
in Table 2. We collect the first 20 million memory accesses:
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Figure 3: The scatter plots showing access patterns for five synthetic applications: hash map, matrix multiply, min heap, random,
and stride. The top row (Figures 3a–3e) shows the virtual address accesses; the second row (Figures 3f–3j), the physical accesses.
The last row (Figures 3k–3o) shows the CDF of the difference between consecutive accesses. We observe that the physical
memory accesses appear different from the virtual ones due to address translation.

note these are not load/store instructions, but the memory
transactions between the LLC and memory.

Figures 3a–3e (first row of Figure 3) plot the accessed vir-
tual page number (VPN) for the five synthetic traces. We
can observe that the virtual address access pattern matches
our expectations for the application. However, as shown in
Figures 3f–3j (second row of Figure 3), the corresponding
physical frame number (PFN) does not resemble the VPN. We
show the difference between consecutive accesses (∆, delta)
in Figures 3k–3o (last row of Figure 3). The black dashed
line is the delta for the virtual address while the grey solid
lines are the deltas for the physical addresses across five it-
erations, with the two of the iterations running while other
applications are running to inflate the memory utilization.
We make two observations. First, the virtual access patterns
(black dashed lines) have much smaller delta values on aver-
age. However, the physical access patterns (grey solid lines)
may have very large delta values due to virtual-to-physical
address translation. Second, the grey solid lines rarely overlap
with each other, highlighting that the physical memory pat-
tern is dynamic and depends on various runtime factors that
affect memory allocation. To this end, the observed mismatch

between the physical and virtual addresses may be influenced
by dynamic factors, such as memory utilization of the system.

To demonstrate that it is necessary to capture the physical
memory trace, we measure the performance of a CXL-flash
using the virtual and physical address traces as inputs. The
CXL-flash is configured to have a flash memory backend of
8 channels and 8 ways per channel and a 512MiB DRAM
cache, and implements a Next-N-line prefetcher [41] (more
details in § 4). We measure the percentage of memory requests
with less than a microsecond latency for the five synthetic
applications and report the results in Table 3. Using virtual
memory traces generates an overly optimistic result with far
more requests completing under a microsecond compared to
the result from running physical memory traces. The error
between the running with virtual address and physical address
is significantly high: all the matrix multiply experiments have
errors over 25%. The random and stride access workload
have low error rates, making it either too difficult or too easy
to predict access patterns regardless of virtual or physical
addressing.

One technique to mitigate the change of information during
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Table 3: Percentage of sub-µs latencies for a CXL-flash using virtual and physical address traces for the five synthetic applications.
We repeat the physical trace generation five times with iterations 4 and 5 having a higher system memory utilization (thus, a
more fragmented memory layout). We compute the errors for the virtual trace performances in relation to those of the physical
traces, and highlight errors over 10% in yellow ( ), and over 25% in red ( ).

Workload
% of sub-µs

latency (virtual)
% of sub-µs latency (physical) Error (%)

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
Hash map 96.9% 86.7% 88.3% 74.5% 63.8% 63.9% 10.2% 8.6% 22.4% 33.1% 33.0%
Matrix mult. 98.2% 72.7% 57.4% 59.2% 48.1% 47.9% 25.5% 40.8% 39.0% 50.1% 50.3%
Min heap 97.8% 92.1% 96.0% 75.6% 69.1% 69.4% 5.7% 1.8% 22.2% 28.7% 28.4%
Random 32.2% 26.4% 27.1% 28.0% 22.4% 21.8% 5.8% 5.1% 4.2% 9.8% 10.6%
Stride 64.7% 64.3% 59.4% 64.5% 51.9% 52.0% 0.4% 5.3% 0.2% 12.6% 12.7%

address translation is to utilize huge pages, which can signifi-
cantly reduce the number of address translations [54, 58] to
preserve memory access patterns. However, such a method
can only reduce its impact on the system partially, and the
address translation is inevitable. With the rapid growth of
memory requirements of applications (14.1 × per year from
Figure 1), within a few years, huge pages would exhibit the
same challenges that the smaller pages face. Therefore, we
decide to keep the configuration general to explore the design
options for a CXL-flash.

4 Design Space for CXL-flash

We explore the design space for building a CXL-flash, specif-
ically on the hardware modules inside it; we later evaluate
algorithms and policies in § 5. To model the hardware, we
build a CXL-flash simulator based on MQSim [68] and its ex-
tension MQSim-E [49], and use the physical memory traces of
the five synthetic applications (Table 2) to evaluate the effects
of design options. The overall architecture of our CXL-flash
is depicted in Figure 4 with starting configuration in Table 4.

We answer the following research questions in this section.

• How effective is caching in improving performance? (§ 4.1)
• How can we effectively reduce flash memory traffic? (§ 4.2)
• How effective is prefetching in hiding the long flash mem-

ory latency? (§ 4.3)
• What are the appropriate flash memory technology and

parallelism for CXL-flash? (§ 4.4)
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Figure 4: Architecture of the CXL-flash

Table 4: Initial configuration for the CXL-flash in § 4.

Parameters Value
DRAM latency 46ns
Cache replacement FIFO
Flash parallelism 32 × 32
Flash technology SLC (Table 1)

4.1 Caching for performance

We first explore the effect of adding a DRAM cache in front of
flash memory. The cache mainly serves two purposes. First,
it improves the performance of the CXL-flash by serving
frequently accessed data from the faster DRAM. Second, it
reduces the overall traffic to flash memory on a cache hit.

Figure 5 quantitatively shows the benefit of using a cache.
We vary the cache size from 0 to 8GiB and measure the aver-
age latency for the physical memory accesses (Figure 5a) and
the inter-arrival time of flash memory requests to the backend.
(Figure 5b). When there is no cache, the average latency is
much higher than the flash memory read and program laten-
cies because of queuing delays. This is even though the flash
memory backend is configured to have an ample amount of
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Figure 5: Average access latency (Figure 5a) for both 64B
read and write requests and flash memory traffic (Figure 5b)
as the DRAM cache size varies. In general, the cache im-
proves performance and reduces the amount of traffic to flash.
However, even with a sufficiently large cache, the average
latencies are still much higher than that of DRAM due to the
high intensity of memory accesses.
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Figure 7: The latency distribution with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) MSHR.

parallelism at 32 channels and 32 ways per channel, it is insuf-
ficient to process the memory requests with short inter-arrival
times. Adding a cache significantly reduces the traffic to the
flash memory backend and improves the overall performance.
However, we observe in Figure 5a that the average latencies
for matrix multiply and min heap are still much higher than
the DRAM latency, even though the memory footprints for
these workloads are smaller than the cache. This is due to
the short inter-arrival time of requests that overwhelm the
flash memory backend for fetching data (Figure 5b). This ex-
periment shows that caching alone is insufficient in reducing
the latency of a CXL-flash, and we need additional auxiliary
structures to reduce the traffic to flash memory.

4.2 Reducing flash memory traffic
Memory accesses are at 64B granularity while the flash mem-
ory backend is addressed at 4KiB units. Thus, upon a cache
miss, 4KiB of data will be fetched from flash, and subsequent
64B cache misses that belong to the same 4KiB will generate
additional flash memory read requests even when the flash
memory read is in progress. This scenario is very likely for
memory accesses with high spatial locality, and exacerbated
by the much longer flash memory latency. We call these re-
peated reads, and Figure 6 illustrates the severity of repeated
reads in the hash map, matrix multiply, and heap workloads:
over 90% of flash memory reads are repeats!

Inspired by CPU caches, we add a set of MSHRs (miss sta-
tus holding registers) [29, 47] to the CXL-flash, as shown in
Figure 4. MSHR tracks the current outstanding flash memory

requests and services multiple 64B memory accesses from
a single flash memory read. We note that MSHRs are un-
common in SSDs: in the storage domain, the software stack
merges block I/Os with overlapping addresses so there is no
need for the underlying device to implement MSHRs. How-
ever, for CXL-flash, there is no software layer to perform
this duty as it receives memory transactions directly from
the LLC. We observe in Figure 7 that MSHRs significantly
reduce long tail latencies, particularly for the three workloads
with a significant number of repeated reads. We also observe
small improvements to the other two workloads, random and
stride, by adding MSHR. However, MSHRs only reduce flash
memory traffic, and it does not actively improve the cache hit
rate by bringing data into the cache before they are needed.

4.3 Prefetching data from flash
Prefetching is an effective technique for hiding the long la-
tency of a slower technology. Typically prefetchers fetch ad-
ditional data upon a demand miss or a prefetch hit. To under-
stand the effectiveness of this technique, we implement a sim-
ple Next-N-line prefetcher [41] in our CXL-flash, as shown
in Figure 4. This prefetcher has two configurable parameters:
degree and offset. The degree controls the amount of addi-
tional data to fetch while the offset determines the prefetch
address from the triggering one. In other words, the degree
parameter represents the aggressiveness of the prefetcher, and
the offset controls how far ahead the prefetcher is fetching.

Figure 8 shows the effect of varying the degree and offset
for the prefetcher. For the (X , Y ) notation in a unit of the
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Figure 8: The performance of the CXL-flash with different
prefetcher configurations. (X , Y ) represents the degree and
offset for the Next-N-line prefetcher.

number of 4KiB pages, X denotes the degree, and Y is the
offset. As shown in Figure 8a, increasing the degree, or the
aggressiveness of the prefetcher generally improves the per-
formance. Even a small degree of 1 increases the portion of
sub-microsecond requests from 64% to 76% for the matrix
multiply workload, highlighting the necessity of prefetching
for CXL-flash. However, the improvement plateaus and fur-
ther increasing the degree may only pollute the cache. On the
other hand, increasing the offset shows two different behav-
iors depending on the workload. For the hash map, matrix
multiply, and min heap workloads, the performance first im-
proves when increasing the offset from 4 to 16. However, an
offset of 64 deteriorates the performance as it fetches data
too far out. The random workload is insensitive to the offset
unless it is large enough, while the stride workload shows
gradual improvement as the offset increases.

4.4 Exploring flash technology and parallelism

In previous subsections, we examine the performance of the
CXL-flash using SLC flash technology and ample flash par-
allelism of 32 channels and 32 ways per channel (32 × 32).
In this section, we experiment with how sensitive technology
(ULL, SLC, MLC, and TLC) and parallelism (8 × 4, 8 × 8, 16
× 16, and 32 × 32) are to the overall CXL-flash performance.

We first examine the effect of flash technology and cache
size for the stride workload as shown in Figure 9. We use this
workload as it performs well in the default configuration, thus
we expect it to represent the workload with the lowest room
for improvement. Figure 9a illustrates the average latency
for the different memory technologies. We observe that even
though ULL and SLC flash have a noticeable difference in
latency (3µs vs. 25µs), the performance difference between
the two is negligible with the existence of a cache. Only
when there is no DRAM cache, ULL flash is outstandingly
better. We also observe that using MLC and TLC technology
degrades the performance significantly. Figure 9b shows the
estimated lifetime of the CXL-flash based on the amount of
flash write traffic. This estimation takes into consideration the
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Figure 9: Sensitivity test to flash technology and cache size
on the performance and lifetime of CXL-flash with stride.
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Figure 10: Percentage of sub-µs requests when varying flash
parallelism and cache size. The x-axis represents the flash
memory parallelism (channels × ways). The lines represent
values for different cache sizes.

endurance limit, the capacity, and the amount of data written;
it optimistically assumes that the write amplification at the
flash memory backend is negligible. We observe that with
ULL and SLC technologies and some cache, the CXL-flash
can achieve a lifetime of more than 4 years. Increasing the
size of the cache further improves the lifetime due to reduced
flash write traffic. For MLC- and TLC-based CXL-flash, it
would only be viable with a sufficiently large cache: with only
a 1GiB of cache, it would not last more than a year.

Next, we investigate the effect of varying flash parallelism
and cache size on the overall performance using the random
(Figure 10a) and stride (Figure 10b) workloads. We use these
two as they have the largest memory footprint (8GiB and
4GiB, respectively). Flash technology here is SLC. We ob-
serve that with a sufficiently large cache, reducing parallelism
to (8 × 4) does not adversely affect the performance. However,
with smaller caches, the flash parallelism matters. Interest-
ingly, the two workloads exhibit slightly different behaviors.
The random workload shows high sensitivity to the cache
size. On the other hand, the stride workload is less sensitive
to the cache size but more to the parallelism. This is due to
the prefetcher’s effectiveness with stride workloads.
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Table 5: Workload characteristics of real-world applications. The spatial and temporal locality values range between 0 and 1, and
are computed using the stack and block affinity metrics [32]: a higher value indicates higher locality.

Workload Category Description
Inter-

arrival
time (ns)

# of
accesses

(M)

Read-
write
ratio

Footprint
(GiB)

Spatial
locality

Temporal
locality

BERT [18] NLP Infers using a transformer model 297 41 73:27 0.5 0.64 0.66
Page rank [6] Graph Computes the page rank score 51 435 68:32 3.7 0.40 0.42
Radiosity [17] HPC Computes the distribution of light 1863 61 84:16 1.6 0.93 0.87
XZ [21] SPEC Compresses data in memory 237 71 55:45 0.9 0.31 0.38
YCSB F [22] KVS Read-modify-writes on Redis [14] 1137 110 65:35 1.8 0.56 0.55

4.5 Summary of findings

We briefly summarize our findings.

• Caching alone is not sufficient to hide the much longer flash
memory latencies (§ 4.1), and we need auxiliary structures
to reduce the flash memory traffic (§ 4.2).

• Prefetching data improves the CXL-flash’s performance,
but the best configuration (or even the algorithm) is
workload-dependent (§ 4.3).

• The performance difference between using ULL and SLC
is only marginal, and it is challenging to utilize MLC and
TLC flash in terms of both performance and lifetime (§ 4.4).

5 Evaluation of Policies

Building on top of our design space exploration for the CXL-
flash architecture from § 4, we evaluate advanced caching
and prefetching policies in this section. We use five different
real-world applications that are memory-intensive from a
wide variety of domains: natural language processing [18,70],
graph processing [6, 27], high-performance computing [17,
62], SPEC CPU [16, 21], and key-value store [22, 31]. We
collect the physical memory traces using our tool (§ 3) and
summarize the workload characteristics in Table 5.

However, the memory footprints of the real applications
are smaller than we had anticipated, even though they are
collected on a machine with 64GiB of memory. Thus, we
intentionally configure the cache to be small (64MiB) so that
experimental results would scale up for larger workloads. We
also scale down the flash parallelism to a more realistic setting
and use ULL flash. The default parameters for the CXL-flash
in this section are summarized in Table 6.

Table 6: Default parameters for the CXL-flash in § 5.

Parameters Value
DRAM size 64MiB
DRAM latency 46ns
Flash parallelism 8 × 8
Flash technology ULL (Table 1)

5.1 Cache replacement policy
Unlike the previous examination of cache size on performance
(§ 4.1), here we fix the cache size and evaluate the effects
of different cache replacement policies across different set
associativities. In particular, we implement the following four.

FIFO evicts the oldest data.
Random selects data arbitrarily to evict.
LRU kicks out the least recently used data.
CFLRU [60] prefers to evict clean data over modified ones.

We select Random as our baseline, and FIFO and LRU
are two standard CPU cache policies implementable in hard-
ware. To further reduce traffic and extend the device’s lifetime,
we implement CFLRU to explore the benefits of prioritizing
evicting clean cache lines to reduce flash write activities.

Figure 11 measures the percentage of memory requests
to the CXL-flash with less than a microsecond latency, and
Figure 12 shows the number of flash memory writes. We
make five observations from these figures. First, increasing
associativity improves performance as it increases the cache
hit rate. For a caching system whose miss penalty is high,
increasing the hit rate has a greater impact than reducing
hit time. Second, CFLRU outperforms the other replacement
policies, particularly in BERT, XZ, and YCSB (Figures 11a,
11d, and 11e). This is supported by the significant reduction
in write traffic as shown in Figures 12a, 12d, and 12e. Third,
workloads with high localities such as Radiosity are insensi-
tive to cache replacement policies (Figures 11c and 12c): at
least 83% of the request have sub-microsecond latency regard-
less of the policy. Four, read-dominant workloads generally
perform better than write-heavy ones as the flash memory
program latency is disproportionately larger than that of read.
BERT and Radiosity only generate as low as 0.7M and 1.0M
flash writes, respectively (Figures 12a and 12c), and in turn,
their portion of sub-microsecond latencies are as high as 84%
and 85%, respectively (Figures 11a and 11c). Lastly, work-
loads with low localities not only perform poorly but also are
less sensitive to the cache policies. In particular, as shown in
Figure 11b, only at most 65% of the requests achieve a sub-
microsecond latency for the page rank workload due to its
low localities and large footprint. The XZ trace in Figure 11d
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Figure 11: Percentage of CXL-flash latencies smaller than a microsecond with respect to cache replacement policies and set
associativity. In general, increasing associativity reduces the latency and CFLRU performs better than the others.
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Figure 12: Number of flash memory write requests with respect to cache replacement policies and set associativity. CFLRU
noticeably reduces the number of writes as the associativity increases.

also exhibits low localities but is more sensitive to CFLRU
than page rank as the workload has a higher write ratio.

In the storage domain, reducing the amount of data written
to the SSD is achieved by various software-level techniques,
including the OS-level page cache. Cache management for
CXL-flash, however, behaves similarly to CPU caches, and
there may be limitations to how close it approaches optimality.

5.2 Prefetching policy
Previously in § 4.3, we measured the effectiveness of a simple
Next-N-line prefetcher with a large 8GiB cache. In this sec-
tion, we scale down the cache to 64MiB, set its associativity to
16, and manage it using the CFLRU algorithm, and measure
the performance of the following five prefetcher settings.

NP (No prefetch) does not prefetch any data.
NL (Next-N-line) [41] brings in the next N data upon a
demand miss or prefetch hit.
FD (Feedback-directed) [65] dynamically adjusts the ag-
gressiveness of the prefetcher by tracking prefetcher accu-
racy, timeliness, and pollution.
BO (Best-offset) [55] learns the deltas between consecutive
accesses by tracking the history of recent requests. It also
has a notion of confidence to disable prefetching.
LP (Leap) [53] implements a majority-based prefetching
with dynamic window size adjustment. It also gradually
adjusts aggressiveness based on the prefetcher accuracy.

We select these algorithms as they are proven to be effec-
tive, implementable in hardware, and fit into the design space

of a CXL-flash. In particular, NL, FD, and BO are prefetch-
ers for CPU cache, where BO is an enhancement of NL, and
FD utilizes performance metrics we will later discuss. LP is
primarily for prefetching data from remote memory, where
the latency difference between a cache hit and a cache miss
can be similar to that in our design space.

Observation #1: Although 68–91% of requests have a
latency of under a microsecond, using a prefetcher can be
detrimental to the performance of real-world applications.
As shown in Figure 13a, the state-of-the-art prefetchers de-
grade the performance for three workloads, BERT, XZ, and
YCSB workloads, and are only helpful for the other two work-
loads. Radiosity, in particular, shows a 36% increase in sub-
microsecond latencies when using the best-offset prefetcher.
To understand why, we examine the cache hit, hit-under-miss
(HUM), and miss rate in Figure 13b. A cache hit-under-miss
refers to a hit in the MSHR where while the data is not in
the cache yet, it is being fetched due to a previous miss. We
observe that BO on Radiosity converts 25% of hit-under-miss
into hits, indicating high effectiveness of prefetching on work-
loads with a high spatial locality factor (cf. Table 5). Our
observation indicates that the performance of prefetchers de-
pends on the characteristics of workloads, and they can have
detrimental effects on applications.

Observation #2: Even under high-intensity workloads, a
CXL-flash has a lifetime of at least 3.1 years. We estimate
the lifetime of the CXL-flash under real workloads based on
the amount of data written to flash, endurance limit, and 1TiB
capacity, as shown in Figure 13c. We observe, in the worst
case, the device would last 3.1 years under Page Rank, but
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Figure 13: CXL-flash’s performance and lifetime with differ-
ent prefetchers. Figure 13a shows the portion of requests with
a latency of less than a microsecond. Figure 13b shows the
hit, hit-under-miss, and miss rate of the 64MiB cache inside
the CXL-flash. Figure 13c plots the estimated lifetime.

under workloads such as Radiosity, it would be as much as
403 years. Three factors contribute to the lifetime: workload
intensity, read-write ratio, and locality; Page rank has the
highest workload intensity, a high ratio of writes, and a low
locality. Even under this adverse condition, the CXL-flash
provides a reasonable lifetime; hence, the durability of the
CXL-flash can sustain the intensity of memory requests.

Observation #3: A CXL-flash has a better performance
per cost than a DRAM-only device. While a CXL-flash falls
slightly short of achieving a DRAM-like performance for
sub-µs requests, our analysis reveals its potential to provide
benefits for memory-intensive applications. As a CXL-flash
can serve 68–91% of the memory requests under a microsec-
ond, and the recent price point of DRAM is 17 - 100× higher
than that of NAND flash [39, 64, 77], we expect an 11 - 91×
performance-per-cost benefit from a CXL-flash over a DRAM-
only device, as depicted in Figure 14. Although some cases
may still prefer a DRAM-only device when achieving the best
performance is essential, a CXL-flash can be a cost-effective
memory expansion option depending on the workload.

Interestingly, we observe that while prefetchers are useful
for Page Rank, their performance is overall the worst, with
only at most 68% of requests completing under a microsecond.
To further understand the performance of prefetchers, we
measure the following four metrics.
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Figure 14: Performance-per-cost benefits of a CXL-flash with
BO prefetcher over a DRAM-only device. The estimation is
derived from the performance results in Figure 13a, the recent
price point of DRAM at 5 $/GB [77], and the price range of
NAND flash varying from 0.05 to 0.30 $/GB [39, 64].

Accuracy measures how much of the data brought in by
the prefetcher is actually used. Higher is better.
Coverage is the portion of prefetched data cache hits among
the memory requests. A high coverage means that cache hits
are thanks to the prefetcher, while a low coverage indicates
that the prefetcher is not contributing.
Lateness is the portion of late prefetches among all the
prefetches. A prefetched data is late if it is accessed while
it is being prefetched. Lower is better.
Pollution measures how many cache misses are caused by
the prefetcher among cache misses. Lower is better.

Observation #4: In cases where the prefetcher improves
the performance, it is due to achieving high accuracy. We
plot the four metrics for the evaluated prefetchers in Figure 15.
Lateness and pollution are negative metrics (the lower the bet-
ter), so we invert their bars so that higher is better for all
metrics. We observe that the defining characteristic for the
workloads where the prefetcher is helpful (Page Rank and
Radiosity) is that the accuracy is high. For example, the Leap
(LP) prefetcher attains 85% accuracy under Radiosity while
only reaching 27% under BERT. Additionally, the Best-offset
(BO) prefetcher achieves 48% accuracy under XZ; however,
its limited coverage of 4% suggests that despite achieving rel-
atively higher accuracy, the prefetcher is not actively fetching
data to contribute to performance improvement.

We further analyze Page Rank to understand why prefetch-
ers are able to reach relatively high accuracy even though the
workload has the lowest locality (computed using the stack
and block affinity metrics [32]). As Figure 16 shows, the Page
Rank exhibits distinct phases in their workload. During the
first phase, Page Rank loads graph information and exhibits
high locality (Figure 16a). The best-offset prefetcher is also
able to attain high coverage and accuracy (Figure 16b). How-
ever, in the second phase, Page Rank builds the graph, and
the access pattern here has a very low locality. Consequently,
the best-offset prefetcher becomes more inactive (low cover-
age) as its accuracy drops. During the last phase, Page Rank
computes the score for each vertex. While its access locality
is not high, the prefetcher performs well and most of the ac-
cesses hit in the cache. Note that while the pollution is bad,
the cache miss rate is very low so its impact on performance
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Figure 17: BO prefetcher metrics for virtual vs. physical.

is negligible. This analysis indicates that while the prefetcher
is beneficial for the first and last phases, the low locality in
the second phase limits the performance.

Observation #5: Cache pollution is the main reason
behind performance degradation when the accuracy is
low. As shown in Figure 15, BERT and YCSB have low
accuracies while their pollutions are high, leading to a re-
sult where enabling prefetchers degrades performance (Fig-
ure 13a). For XZ, even though the accuracy of the best-offset
(BO) prefetcher is low, it is no worse than no prefetcher as
it causes little pollution. We attribute this to BO’s ability to
disable prefetching based on its accuracy. For Page Rank and
Radiosity, prefetchers exhibit low pollution although their
lateness is high. Cache pollution degrades the performance of
a CXL-flash, and prefetchers should be aware of the impact
to avoid having detrimental effects on the device.

Observation #6: The virtual-to-physical address transla-
tion makes it difficult for the CXL-flash to prefetch data. To
understand the effect of V2P address translation, we simulate
the CXL-flash with the best-offset prefetcher using the virtual
memory traces of the five application workloads, and Fig-
ure 17 compares the four prefetcher metrics between virtual
and physical traces. We make two observations. First, aside
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Figure 18: Improvement in performance with memory access
pattern hints for BERT. Figure 18a is the sensitivity to the
number of addresses for which hints are provided. Figure 18b
shows the performance improvement as more hints are added.
In both figures, the line represents the number of hit-under-
misses without hints converted to cache hits with hints.

from Radiosity, we observe a significant drop in accuracy
from virtual to physical traces. The BO prefetcher under Page
Rank is 99% accurate for the virtual memory trace, but with
the physical trace, accuracy drops to 42%. Second, coverage
also drops, indicating that the prefetcher becomes less active
under physical memory accesses: for example, it drops from
76% to 26% under BERT. The drop in both accuracy and
coverage for physical traces shows that the CXL-flash would
perform better if it were addressed virtually.

Observation #7: If the kernel were to provide memory
access pattern hints to the device, the CXL-flash perfor-
mance improves by converting hit-under-misses into cache
hits. We consider a hypothetically clairvoyant kernel that
knows the physical memory access pattern. This is not too far-
fetched as data-intensive applications often iterate multiple
times and their behaviors can be profiled. More specifically,
we assume that the kernel has information on the top inten-
sively accessed physical frames, and can pass hints to the
device prior to their actual accesses. To limit the overhead of
kernel involvement, we model a probabilistic generation of
access hints. Figure 18a shows the performance improvement
for BERT when hints are generated at 10% for the top N% of
intensively accessed addresses. We observe that with access
hints to more addresses, the percentage of sub-microsecond
latencies increases from 86% to 91% by converting hit-under-
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misses (HUM) into cache hits. Figure 18b considers a variable
hint generation chance, from 0% to 10% for the top 10% of
intensively accessed addresses. Similarly, we see an overall
improvement in performance, though it plateaus at 91%. Our
experiments show that host-generated access pattern hints
leveraging the host’s knowledge of the workload behaviors
can potentially improve the CXL-flash performance.

6 Related Work

The evaluated cache policies and prefetching algorithms
are well-studied in prior proposals. However, most of them
are for managing and optimizing the CPU cache [41, 55, 65],
where the latency difference between a cache hit and a cache
miss is much smaller than that in a CXL-flash. CFLRU [60]
and Leap [53] share a similar design space to our device;
however, the memory access intensity they face is not as
extreme as what a CXL-flash needs to handle. Therefore, it
is crucial to evaluate the effectiveness of these policies and
algorithms under the design space of a CXL-flash.

Techniques to mitigate the performance degradation
due to address translations and limitations of flash has
been explored in prior works. Utilizing huge pages can reduce
the number of address translations [54, 58]. FlashMap [40]
and FlatFlash [23] combine address translation of the SSD
with the page table to reduce overheads. eNVY [73] employs
write buffering, page remapping, and a cleaning policy to
enable direct memory addressability and sustain performance.
Future research in CXL host systems should further explore
the potential benefits of host-generated hints and insights from
these prior works to reduce the overheads.

Memory disaggregation organizes memory resources
across servers as a network-attached memory pool, enabling
meeting the high memory requirements for data-intensive ap-
plications [37, 38, 52, 69]. While our work does not directly
investigate memory disaggregated systems, using CXL-flash
as disaggregated memory helps overcome the memory wall.

Utilization of non-DRAM to expand memory has been
explored in prior works [28,40,63,74]. HAMS [75] aggregates
persistent memory and ULL flash as a memory expansion by
managing data paths among hosts and memory hardware
in an OS-transparent manner. Suzuki et al. [67] present a
lightweight DMA-based interface that bypasses the NVMe
protocols to enable flash read access with DRAM-like perfor-
mance. SSDAlloc [26] is a memory manager and a runtime
library that allows applications to use flash as a memory de-
vice through the OS paging mechanism, which can cause
overheads when accessing data in SSDs. FlatFlash [23] ex-
poses a flat memory space using DRAM and flash memory by
integrating the OS paging mechanism and the SSD’s internal
mapping table. While these prior works primarily focus on
OS-level management and host-device interaction, our work
builds on top of them by investigating the design decisions
internal to a memory expansion device.

Memory expansion with CXL Type 3 devices is an ac-
tive research area [36, 42, 50, 71]. Pond [50] utilizes CXL
to improve DRAM memory pooling in cloud environments
and proposes machine-learning models to manage local and
pooled memory. While this work investigates how to use a
CXL Type 3 device in a cloud setting, our work studies how
to implement one using flash memory. DirectCXL [36] suc-
cessfully connects host processors with external DRAM via
CXL in real hardware and develops a software runtime to di-
rectly access the resources. Lastly, CXL-SSD [42] advocates
combining CXL and SSD to expand host memory. While we
share the same goal with this work, it mainly discusses the
CXL interconnect and scalability potentials of CXL-SSDs.

ML-specific designs build systems that address the mem-
ory wall challenge [45, 48, 51]. MC-DLA [48] proposes an
architecture that aggregates memory modules to expand the
memory capacity for training ML models on accelerators. Be-
hemoth [45] observes that many NLP models require large
amounts of memory but not a lot of bandwidth, and proposes a
flash-centric training framework that manages data movement
between memory and SSDs to overcome the memory wall.

7 Conclusion

We explore the design space of a CXL-flash device and evalu-
ate existing optimization techniques. Using physical memory
traces, we find that 68–91% of memory access achieves a sub-
microsecond latency for a CXL-flash device that can last at
least 3.1 years. We discover that the address translation for vir-
tual memory makes it particularly difficult for the CXL-flash’s
prefetcher to be effective and suggest passing kernel-level ac-
cess pattern hints to further improve the performance.

While we attempt to generalize the results by testing the
device with a variety of workloads and design parameters, it
is important to acknowledge a few limitations. The current
design of a CXL-flash as explored in this paper does not
consider the flash’s internal tasks such as garbage collection
and wear leveling. In addition, the host system considered may
not fully reflect the new system characteristics introduced by
CXL. Therefore, we believe more work needs to be done in
the CXL-flash research space, and our work can be a platform
on which future research can build upon.
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